Development of Continuous Validation Model on Standard Codes Mapping for Multi-Institutional Collaborative Data-Driven Medical Study
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Abstract

Background: The Medical Information Database Network (MID-NET) is a national project that promotes effective safety measures for the active surveillance of drug safety assessments through pharmacoepidemiological methods, using real-world data in Japan. The MID-NET contains the data of approximately 5.05 million patients (as of December 2019) across 10 medical institutions, including 23 hospitals. One of the most important conditions for conducting pharmacoepidemiological research using multiple medical databases is to systematically verify data standardization.

Objectives: To evaluate the effect of improving the accuracy of standard data quality control by the development of a validation model for standard code mapping in multiple medical information databases.

Methods: We established the standard code mapping validation center at one of the cooperating medical institutions of the MID-NET that could collect and manage information about the standard code interoperability. Additionally, we used the mapping table for the four standard codes, including the Japan Laboratory Test Standard Code, 10th Revision (JLAC-10) code were collected from MID-NET cooperating institutions, and the accuracy of the mapping table was evaluated.

Results: The observed four standard codes mapping ratio between institutions varied from >2,000 to <100. Moreover, the accuracies of standard codes were not standardized. We used a centralized standard code mapping validation model to provide feedback for standardizing JLAC-10 for each institution and meaningful differences between institutions were improved.

Conclusions: The developed model visualized information differences and improved the data quality between multiple medical institutions.
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1. Introduction

Data standardization and clearly defined data validation methods are important topics in the data-driven technology field. Recently, with the widespread implementation of “Real-World Data” (RWD) in data-driven medical studies (DDMS), there is increasing interest in the use of these high-quality electronic medical records and information-sharing interoperability resources to enhance the study of serious Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) [1-3]. Furthermore, harmonizing multiple databases in DDMS may increase pharmacoepidemiological research efficiency in identifying ADR cases that use potential evidence-based medicine to quantitatively evaluate both short-term and long-term benefits [2,4-6].

A typical example is the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) “Sentinel Initiative,” which established the “Mini-Sentinel,” a nationally distributed electronic system to monitor the pharmaceutical safety of FDA-regulated medical products [7-9]. In order to begin building large-scale, multiple healthcare databases at the national level in Japan, the National Database of Health Insurance Claims and Specific Health Checkups of Japan (NDB) were constructed in the fiscal year 2009 [10]. The database includes the data of almost all patients who received medical care services under the national health insurance system in Japan, which covers more than 126 million people and 1.9 billion claims annually [11]. Furthermore, along with health and medical information computerization and progress, large databases using the Standardized Structured Medical Information eXchange2 (SS-MIX2) system has been established [12-13].

For example, the Medical Information Database Network (MID-NET) project (previously known as the “Japanese Sentinel Project”), based on the SS-MIX2 system, has established new RWD from multiple medical institutions in Japan [14,15]. The Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare of Japan established this project as a scientific approach to determining safety measures for ADRs to pharmaceuticals. The Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) started full-scale operation of this project in the fiscal year 2018. The database in this project consists of RWD collected from approximately 5.05 million patients at 10 medical institutions, including 23 hospitals in Japan (Chiba University Hospital, Hamamatsu University Hospital, Kagawa University Hospital, four hospitals from the Kitasato Institute Group, Kyushu University Hospital, Tohoku University Hospital, 10 hospitals from the Tokushukai Medical Group, and two hospitals from the NTT Hospital Group, Saga University Hospital, and the University of Tokyo Hospital). This project aims to promote effective safety measures to minimize the risks and maximize the benefits of drugs, through pharmacoepidemiological methods, using RWD.

In this project, the database of medical information from the Hospital Information Systems (HISs) of cooperating medical institutions is stored in the MID-NET integrated Data Source (DS) via the SS-MIX2. As shown in Figure 1, the MID-NET integrated DS, installed at each cooperating medical institution, is linked to a PMDA’s on-site data center based on a distributed infrastructure network system. This distributed integrated DS system is used for the stored database network. Regular updating of stored data from clinical practice is done so that the data is up-to-date. Additionally, it is composed of standardized database systems, retrieved from the electronic health records of cooperating institutions, to analyze and evaluate ADRs. Furthermore, patient individual-level data are automatically anonymized to protect privacy information (name, address, and residential postal code) and sent to PMDA for integrated analysis.

The distributed MID-NET integrated DS system includes 11 types of currently available standard codes when converting data from the HIS information to a mapping table based on local codes, such as including the medical examination history code (including admission and discharge data); diagnostic orders code; discharge summary code; International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 10th Revision (ICD-10) code by the World Health Organization (WHO) [16]; Japan pharmaceutical permanent reference codes (called the HOT code) of prescription and injection orders/execution data [17]; Japan national health insurance drug codes (called the YJ code) of prescription and injection orders/execution data [18,19]; radiographic inspection data; physiological laboratory data; therapeutic drug monitoring data; bacteriological test data; and Japan Laboratory Test Standard Code, 10th Revision (called the JLAC-10) code. The JLAC-10 is based on the Health Level 7 International Standards and was established using the SS-MIX2 system [20]. The use of such data is expected to help establish standard databases such as those for local medical information linkage and DDMS in the future.

Specifically, distributed integrated DS systems, such as MID-NET, integrate DS-aggregated clinical data from collaborating medical institutions for pharmacoepidemiological analysis; thus, conversion (mapping) from local hospital codes to a standard code is essential in the database [21,22]. Because quality assurance of the mapping tables affects SS-MIX 2 storage of standardized data, it is important not only for the MID-NET project and but also for the construction of medical information databases for...
the secondary use of large-scale medical information. However, the MID-NET validation project prioritized the management of the medical institutions’ local codes associated with medical services, which resulted in delays in mapping coding or omissions in standardized data [23]. Because these factors are temporary and occur continuously and unexpectedly at each institution, integrated management is extremely difficult and results in poor data quality.

Therefore, the MID-NET project expert meeting suggested the need for a specialized organization to manage multiple database links and data quality uniformly, at a centralized organization level, including providing mapping table maintenance and management. Based on the preceding discussion, the research group engaged in this study received support from the Japan Agency for Medical Research and Development (AMED) to establish the standard code mapping validation center at the Kyushu University Hospital that can maintain and manage the standard codes interoperability of the MID-NET project-cooperating medical institutions. Moreover, the group developed a continuous difference extraction tool (Version 1) for central management based on a system consisting of 11 types of standard codes; the group introduced this tool in three MID-NET project-cooperating medical institutions (Figure 2).

1.1 Objectives

This study aimed to establish and evaluate the effect of improving data quality control on secondary use of clinical data by providing a centralized standard code mapping validation model that improves quality accuracy of standard code interoperability and consistency from hospital information systems of multiple medical institutions, using the MID-NET project network. There was a specific focus on understanding and developing the continuous difference extraction tool’s effectiveness for data standardization management with high-performance quality. The main contributions of this study included the following: (1) empirical evidence for a centralized standard data mapping validation model to support the need for data standardization in data-driven clinical epidemiological studies using large-scale databases and (2) methodological suggestions for multiple-site data standardization.

2. Methods

2.1 Study design and data source

This study focused on four of major standard codes, namely, the JLAC-10, HOT, YJ, and ICD-10 codes, and evaluated (1) the mapping ratios of standard codes, (2) the ratio of JLAC-10 codes matching among medical institutions, and (3) the continuous status of standard codes in terms of quality management among institutions. Therefore, mapping tables were requested from nationwide MID-NET-cooperating medical institutions (23...
2.2 Evaluation of the matching ratio with the JLAC-10 (224 items) adopted by the MID-NET Project

First, the 224 items of the JLAC-10 adopted in the MID-NET project were used as a “key codes” to evaluate the accuracy of the matching ratio of clinical laboratory standard codes among the cooperating medical institutions. The PMDA adopted the JLAC-10 classification 224 items (as of September 2017) because it had the highest priority for clinical examinations in terms of clinical laboratory test frequency and safety measures as items to be considered for data quality defects before full-scale operation of MID-NET project. Thus, the matching ratio between mapping tables was assessed using the 224 items of the JLAC-10 as a positive specifying key code; 90% of all routine clinical laboratory tests are included in the MID-NET project key code (e.g., hemoglobin, urea nitrogen, peripheral blood, and creatinine).

Next, Figure 3 shows the conversion process of aggregate granularity in JLAC-10 code classification used in this study. The granularity adjustment table was created using for clinical laboratory test mapping table among the collaborating medical institutions in terms of obtaining accurate coding results respectively in JLAC-10 code classification. The JLAC-10 contains five segments (17 digits): analyte code (5 digits), identification code (4 digits), material code (3 digits), measurement method code (3 digits), and result identification code (2 digits), and its structure is illustrated in Figure 4. It is based on international laboratory tests coding standards such as Logical Observation Identifier Names and Codes (LOINC). For these segments (17 digits), the code granularity was adjusted, such that the codes were linked 1:1 without regard for the measurement method code (3 digits). The measurement method code (3 digits) was omitted because the JLAC-10 contains factors that cause medical institute-specific variations in the interpretation of each component, with a strong tendency for fluctuations in the measurement method segment.

Finally, the presence of JLAC-10 corresponding to the 224 items was examined using the mapping table. Additionally, when the clinical laboratory test codes were updated, and multiple JLAC-10 items were linked to the same local code, the JLAC-10 was counted as one case.
Figure 3: The conversion process of aggregate granularity in JLAC-10 code classification used in this study. Note: The 224 items of the JLAC-10 code adopted in the MID-NET project as the “key code” for priority laboratory test items. a) Extract the JLAC-10 codes from the medical institutions corresponding to the key code (224 items). b) Convert the measurement method code (3 digits) of the 17 digits of the JLAC-10 code classification and link it with the key code (224 items).

Figure 4: The Structure of JLAC-10 code classification.

2.3 Evaluation of the introduced continuous difference extraction tool for data standardization management

This study evaluated the real-time status of data standardization management, after initially introducing the continuous validation model at three MID-NET cooperating medical institutions, to identify differences in the JLAC-10 codes between institutions from November 2018 to March 2019. This difference extraction tool for data standardization management in real-time automatically transfers “differential” information that is extracted on a monthly, weekly, and daily basis for 11 types of standard codes, including the JLAC-10, HOT, YJ, and ICD-10 codes, delivered to the standard code mapping validation center. Here, “difference” indicates an “event” in which a standard code was newly added or changed according to a unique local laboratory test code in a medical institution’s mapping table. If there were no events to local codes in HIS, the difference information is displayed in the “Null” state. These results provided feedback on the real-time status of standard data quality management to forms among the medical institutions. During this process, the study also used the JLAC-10 key codes (224 items) to evaluate the accuracy of the differences extracted by the tool: (1) an exact match ratio with the key codes (224 items), and (2) the
improvement ratio of before and after feedback on the accuracy of the JLAC-10 coding by the mapping validation center.

2.4 Ethical Considerations

This study has been reviewed and approved by the Kyushu University medical ethics committee (reference number: 2019-021).

3. Results

3.1 The mapping ratio of the four standard codes in the MID-NET of cooperative medical institutions

Table 1 presents the mapping ratio of the four standard codes in the mapping table: At least 2,000 items of the JLAC-10 were mapped in the order of cooperating institutions (A), (G), and (F) and the entire hospital group (I). However, fewer than 100 items on JLAC-10 were mapped for the institutions (E), (C), and (D). In particular, in the institution (D), only 34 items on JLAC-10, of the total 4,514 unique local laboratory codes associated with all clinical laboratory tests, were mapped on the mapping table.

Regarding pharmaceuticals, four institutions, (A), (C), (E), and (F), out of nine medical institutions had both HOT and YJ codes mapped, including prescriptions and injection items for pharmaceuticals. In particular, the ratio of YJ code was higher than for the HOT code. The ICD-10 codes showed a high mapping ratio of more than half of all disease name local codes.

3.2 The matching ratio for the JLAC-10 (224 items) between medical institutions

Table 2 shows the matching ratio using the JLAC-10 (224 items) as a “key codes” in the mapping tables that linked nine medical institutions. The matching ratio linked to the key codes (224 items) were 84.8% for the institution (A), 79.5% for the institution (G), 62.1% for the institution (F), and 59.4% for the institution (B). Also, more than two-thirds (50%) of the total codes matched between the key code and the four medical institutions. By contrast, the five medical institutions had a matching ratio of less than 50% for the key codes, including at the institutions (I) (48.2%) and (H) (39.7%). Furthermore, among the mapped codes for the institution (C), none matched the key codes of the JLAC-10. Of the key code (224 items), an average of 99.7 (44.5%) was matched among all nine medical institutions, whereas 124.3 (55.5%) did not match in any of the institutions.

Specifically, the code that showed the most mismatch with the key codes was an allergen-specific test-related code, corresponding to the analysis target code of the 17-digit classification of the JLAC-10. Furthermore, many items had fluctuations in laboratory test standards, such as the measurement method and measurement amount (e.g., urine test, blood erythroblast test, urine specific gravity test, uric acid test, and bodyweight test). Additionally, there were coding errors in the element code of laboratory tests; in such cases, the JLAC-10 of 17-digit classification contained the specific characteristics such as “#,” “*,” or “☆.” For example, as shown in Table 1, for the medical institution (I), 5.5% of the Aggregate codes MID-NET Cooperating Medical Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aggregate codes</th>
<th>MID-NET Cooperating Medical Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical laboratory test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory test local code</td>
<td>5,704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JLAC-10 code</td>
<td>3,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical (prescription)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical local code</td>
<td>4,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT code</td>
<td>2,347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YJ code</td>
<td>4,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease name local code</td>
<td>30,681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD-10 code</td>
<td>30,653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The number of local codes and standard codes in the mapping table. Abbreviations: JLAC-10 code, Japan Laboratory Test Standard Code, 10th revision; HOT code, Japan pharmaceutical permanent reference code; YJ code, Japan national health insurance drug code; ICD-10 code, International Classification of Diseases Code, 10th revision code by the World Health Organization (WHO). †Total number of mapped codes of the entire hospital organization in one hospital group.
Table 2: The matching ratio of JLAC-10 code between each cooperating medical institutions and the JLAC-10 key code (224 items). Note: The local laboratory codes associated with the JLAC-10 Key code (224 items) were present in the mapping table, but when the JLAC-10 code has not been coded or the JLAC-10 code has been coded but does not match 224 items, it was counted to be a mismatch. §One of 10 hospitals in one hospital group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Institutions</th>
<th>Comparison of JLAC-10 code vs JLAC-10 key code (224 items)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Match (n = 224)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G)</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I)§</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The matching ratio with the key code (224 items) provided as feedback using the continuous difference extraction tool. Note: The standard code mapping validation center summarized the mapping status of JLAC-10 code until January 2019, and showed the improvement rate for the accuracy of the JLAC-10 code mapping status and code granularity after feedback to three medical institutions. c) The number of items matched with the key code (224 items) in the new mapping table after feedback. d) The rate of improvement in the ratio of JLAC-10 code that matches with the key code before and after feedback. e) Not applicable.

Medical Time series of monthly difference extraction results Matching ratio
Institutions  2018/12  2019/01 Feed  2019/02 with Key code JLAC-10 JLAC-10 back JLAC-10 (224 items) N\(^{d}\) %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Presence</th>
<th>None (only local code)</th>
<th>Presence</th>
<th>None (only local code)</th>
<th>Presence</th>
<th>None (only local code)</th>
<th>N(^{d})</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>0 (n = 12)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0 (n = 7)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9 (n = 9)</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>N/A(^{e})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>0 (n = 4837)</td>
<td>0 (n = 5)</td>
<td>224 (n = 224)</td>
<td>0 (n = 0)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>(+82.5(^{e}))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>45 (n = 3491)</td>
<td>0 (n = 0)</td>
<td>169 (n = 180)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>(n = 180)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>(+82.5(^{e}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17,306 items on JLAC-10 in the mapping table were coded with these unique specific character symbols. In such cases, it was confirmed by a visit survey in the mapping validation Centre that the character words unique to the JLAC-10 were coded when the clinical laboratory test outsourcing contractor was updated.

3.3 Experimental results of difference detection using the continuous difference extraction tool and validation of mapping accuracy and consistency with key codes (224 items) based on the feedback

The continuous difference extraction tool was introduced at the medical institution (A), which had >2,000 of the JLAC-10 items on the mapping table, and at medical institutions (C) and (E), which each had <100 of the JLAC-10. Table 3 shows the monthly results of outputting the differences in events detected continuously by the difference extraction tool. There were 4,842 differences in items detected between December 2018 and January 2019 from the laboratory test items of the institution (C). Among these, there were no items to which the JLAC-10 was mapped, and all differences in events were detected continuously, using unique local laboratory test codes without the JLAC-10. During the same period, 3,491 items in differences were detected for the institution (E). Among these, there were 45 items in differences to which the JLAC-10 were mapped, and 3,446 items in differences detected without the JLAC-10.

A list of these differences where the JLAC-10 codes were not mapped was generated on the mapping validation center, and feedback was provided to the three institutions (A), (C), and (E) in a report format. After that, the newly detected difference data was scrutinized again using the continuous difference extraction tool in February 2019. It detected a difference on February 10, 2019, for the institution (C). It was confirmed that there were 224 items with JLAC-10 in the local laboratory test code newly coded. For the institution (E), 180 differences were detected that were newly assigned on February 17, 2019. Of these 180 differences, it was confirmed that 169 items were newly coded with JLAC-10 codes.
Next, the accuracy of the code changes made in the JLAC-10 coding of each institution after receiving feedback from the difference extraction tool was evaluated using the key codes. Of the 224 total differences detected for the institution (C), all 224 items newly assigned to JLAC-10 codes (100%) matched the key codes (224 items). For institution (E), of the 214 newly assigned items, 200 items (89.3%) matched the key codes (224 items). When our mapping validation Centre provided feedback for the institution (E), the matching ratio for the JLAC-10 to the key codes (224 items), before and after receiving feedback, improved by +82.5% compared to before the feedback. The institution (A) had a matching ratio of 84.8%, and there was no change in the granularity of the initial verification results and the JLAC-10 code.

4. Discussion

The data quality in medical information management in clinical practice depends on each medical institution’s systems. Consequently, standard data must be continuously reviewed via precision data management. This is an important issue because the accuracy of code mapping directly affects data quality and the ability of the system to generate valid inferences through secondary use of clinical data. However, there have been no reports of cases wherein the data quality defects that occur continuously because of multiple databases are centrally managed on a computer system. Therefore, this study compared the mapping ratio of the standard codes used at MID-NET-cooperating medical institutions and evaluated the effect of improving data quality control by using a centralized standard code mapping validation model.

We also evaluated whether the standard code difference extraction tool for data standardization management can detect the data quality defects that occur in real-time. In particular, the continuous difference extraction tool, using the centralized validation model were examined, providing each medical institution with feedback on differences regarding the mapping validation center detected continuously; through this process, the effects that lead to improved data quality between multi-institutional databases could be identified. Also, the study provided an overall view of MID-NET data quality management, including past time series data, to simultaneously improve the data interoperability between databases.

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, this study revealed that the standard codes matching ratio varied within medical institutions and that the underlying factors for these variations might be due to included differences in specifications among the HIS department systems, differences between electronic medical record vendors, and differences in the management structures at individual institutions. More specifically, a mismatch was found in the consistency of key codes (224 items) with JLAC-10 between medical institutions. The reasons for the inconsistencies in JLAC-10 in the mapping table at each institution can be categorized as follows: (1) the low JLAC-10 coding ratio in the mapping table; (2) differences between JLAC-10 and key codes (224 items) in operation at institutions; (3) the history of revisions of local codes related to unmanaged laboratory tests (changes in testing equipment, changes in outsourcing companies, etc.); and (4) unevaluated coding errors and mistakes when registering a medical records management department’s JLAC-10.

In a mapping table, there were also medical institutions with “Null” status for the HOT/YJ codes and ICD-10 codes among the standard codes. This may be attributed to the update of the mapping table, which is conducted irregularly and simultaneously additions and changes at the clinical site. Moreover, in the case of electronic medical records, which are established for each institution, all patient information is included, but it is difficult to continuously integrate and convert to standard code because it is entered in natural language rather than structured and formalized language. Thus, it is presumed that the mapping ratio and consistency may be affected following the update based on local codes. The underlying reason appears to be that mapping table management is performed by the medical institutions concerned, and in practice, a time lag occurs for the standard code to update. These factors have a direct or indirect effect on all other latent constructs in data standardization. However, although these factors represent correlations that are consistent with the hypothesized causations, relationships comparing quality differences between the mapping tables should consider actual in-hospital system proof of causation. Additionally, because only the unique local laboratory test codes without the standard code are used in clinical practice, a mechanism that simultaneously, continuously, and correctly assigns the standard code is necessary.

This study found that understanding the frequency of standard code updates at each institution in real-time continuously could derive sources of discrepancies related to the mapping tables’ accuracy. Furthermore, this study confirmed that by using the continuous difference extraction tool, situations where irregularly differences were noted in JLAC-10 codes could be visualized; these corresponded to differences detected as the local laboratory codes' new additions and changes at the clinical site. As a result, it was possible to evaluate the status of erroneous standard coding and the status associated with the local laboratory test codes unique to each medical institution in coding the JLAC-10. The study also confirmed more meaningful differences in the mapping table of the distribution of JLAC-10, because the accuracy of code mapping directly affects data quality. As shown in Table 3, when our mapping validation center provided feedback to the institutions (C) and (E), the ratio of the match between MID-NET project key code (224 items) and JLAC-10 after feedback improved greatly the code mapping quality by comparison to before the feedback. In that case, after the feedback process, the institution (C) confirmed that there were 224 newly coded items with JLAC-10 in the local laboratory test code, and all items were consistent with the MID-NET project key code (224 items). Additionally, visualizing the information differences, providing those findings in continuously, and performing data standardization at the centralized validation center using the tool led to control of the discrepancy in the JLAC-10 coding between medical institutions.

This study has demonstrated as its main contribution that, given the potential impact standardized data might have on the secondary use of large-scale medical information, the effort...
required to standardize differences in internal consistency on the standard codes can be reduced significantly, leading to improved data standardization. Furthermore, these findings show that it is possible and feasible to improve data standardization quality management by integrating and managing standard codes interoperability, using a central validation model, when valuable information is extracted from multiple-site databases, such as the MID-NET project. Although data inconsistencies were observed in the initial stage between cooperating institutions, the data quality improved dramatically following collaborative efforts between the MID-NET medical institutions, and PMDA for maintaining the quality of data interoperability management is guaranteed. The MID-NET project was successfully launched on April 1, 2018.

5. Limitations and Future Research

There are some limitations to this study. First, in the consistency evaluation of the JLAC-10, the measurement method code (3 digits) was omitted from the JLAC-10 code classification. However, the JLAC-10 contains factors that cause medical institute-specific variations in the interpretation of each component, with a strong tendency for fluctuations in the measurement method code, such as changes in the outsourcing laboratory test department. Second, the continuous difference extraction tool is a system to verify mapping information transferred from the HIS to the MID-NET integrated data source via SS-MIX2 standardized storage. Therefore, this study did not evaluate data that were generated continuously while the information was being transferred from the laboratory information systems to the HIS. This must be assessed by long-term, large-scale future studies. Accordingly, the study team recently introduced the continuous difference extraction tool (Version 2) to five MID-NET-cooperating institutions and is awaiting the results. Third, this study was conducted at MID-NET-cooperating medical institutions. In the future, to evaluate the modified centralized validation systems, database linkage at the multiple medical institutions that are not MID-NET project institutions will be necessary.

6. Conclusions

This study showed that using a centralized mapping validation model for standard data to ensure consistency with the standard code was effective in improving the data quality management system by detecting and unifying the mapping situation for the standard code in the secondary use of large-scale medical information. Additionally, we were able to use a centralized mapping validation model-based approach for the accuracy of standard data between multiple medical information databases that could improve the data interoperability. The continuous difference extraction tool, using the centralized validation model, positively affected the accuracy of standard code mapping, backed up and visualized information the data quality defects, and improved the data quality between multiple databases of medical institutions. This model is expected to be highly effective in other similar database networks, as well as MID-NET, for managing the accuracy and consistency of data standardization in an improved manner compared with other existing manually managed methods.
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